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Skills in Spelling and Vocabulary extends the range of the Nelson Thornes Framework
English series with a scheme specifically aimed at securing spelling skills and enriching
vocabulary. Each Student Book consisting of 80 pages, provides spelling and
vocabulary activities aimed at developing skills in writing fiction and non-fiction.
Covering all the Framework objectives using a clearly structured and rigorous
approach, Nelson Thornes Framework English offers an attractive and dynamic route
through the demands of the Framework for Teaching English, Years 7-9, laying
particular emphasis on the basic skills of English in order to raise standards in writing.
Covering fiction and non-fiction, using the popular twin-track approach, each student
text provides 18 units of themed stimulus texts plus differentiated activities at word,
sentence and text levels. This book provides preparation for SATs in Year 9; prepares
students for Key Stage 4 by raising standards of achievement; and supports other
subjects across the curriculum in raising levels of literacy.
Lower ability companion to the middle/higher ability NTFE core course at three Key
Stage 3 Levels (Year 7, 8, 9). Twin-track (Fiction / Non-Fiction) student books with a
photocopiable resource book and teacher's guide.
The third of three teacher's guides for the second phase of a reading scheme for
primary schools.
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Access Skills in Fiction and Non-Fiction offers the rigour and support necessary to raise
the attainment of pupils struggling at Level 4, or at Level 3. It is also suitable for Level
C/D in Scotland. Twin Students Books offer students all the support necessary to
access top quality fiction and non-fiction texts and transform their own writing. This title
provides a clear and predictable structure to improve students' levels of achievement
following Word, Sentence and Text Level priorities within the Framework for Teaching
English. Comprehension exercises alongside the extracts ensure that students have
understood the text before progressing further. Highly appealing illustrations not only
provide visual interest, but also provide specific guidance with the writing assignment. It
can be used flexibly either with lower ability groups exclusively, or in mixed ability
classes alongside the mid to higher ability series: "Nelson Thornes Framework
English." Stimulus extracts follow the same unit themes as the higher ability extracts
but are abridged, shortened or completely new. It employs a 'spiral' curriculum in which
skills are revisited and confidence is built.
Each pair of units is supported by the Teachers Guide. The Teachers Guide fully
supports the programme giving all the guidance you need to help you pupils work
through the two pupil books. In the Teachers Guide there are suggestions for
homework and independent study.
'Primary Science for the Caribbean' is a science course designed specifically for the
Caribbean science curriculum. It aims to make science fun and encourages students to
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think for themselves. The series places science in a real world context and supports an
integrated approach to the teaching of science for primary grades 1-6.
'Nelson International Mathematics' has been written specifically for primary schools
teaching a UK based curriculum. Written with an international focus it is designed for
primary pupils from a range of backgrounds to prepare them for studying mathematics
at secondary level.
Clear structure and presentation - designed for easy and effective classroom delivery
Draws together components from the whole programme and provides guidance on how
to use then effectively For each unit the NLS objectives are stated providing you with
the reassurance that the curriculum is comprehensively covered
The social work degree requires that students clearly demonstrate competence in
working with groups. Many social work students will begin working with families,
communities and organisations before they qualify and are regularly assessed on this
groupwork practice through assignments and observation. Specialist skills are needed
to cope in challenging groups and the authors look at how students can develop their
existing skills to cope and respond to challenges. The practical focus of this book on
planning, organising, facilitating and evaluating groupwork will help students to develop
their skills and pass assessment, increasing confidence during placement groupwork
activities. A practical and accessible textbook, Groupwork Practice in Social Work is
essential reading to help students through their complex and challenging Groupwork
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assessments. Key updates: New material on working with service user groups New
material for students who are being assessed in a group Updated case studies This
book is in the Transforming Social Work Practice series. All books in the series are
affordable, mapped to the Social Work Curriculum, practical with clear links between
theory & practice and written to the Professional Capabilities Framework.
English Alive is a four-book series designed specifically to meet the needs of English
students in Caribbean secondary schools. The series adopts a lively and exciting new
approach to the study of English, helping students to become more confident in their
use of English and ultimately succeed at their exam.
This comprehensive guide is for both Citizenship Co-ordinators and Citizenship
teachers, and provides practical help and support on the everyday practicalities,
possible strategies and broader school policies of delivering Citizenship in a wide range
of different school contexts. This is a second edition of the Activate Teacher's Starter
File
"Now in its second edition, Trevor Wright's hugely popular How to be a Brilliant English
Teacher is packed with practical advice drawn from his extensive and successful
experience as an English teacher, examiner and teacher trainer. This accessible and
readable guide offers combine sound theoretical principles with exciting practical
suggestions for the classroom. Fully updated to include a new chapter on differentiation
and inclusion and expanded sections on behaviour management and teaching poetry
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for enjoyment and personal response, this book tackles other tricky areas such as: Starting with Shakespeare - Effective planning and assessment - Learning to love
objectives - Working small texts and big texts - Drama. Trainee teachers will find
support and inspiration in this book and practising English teachers can use it as an
empowering self-help guide for improving their skills. Trevor Wright addresses many of
the anxieties that English teachers face, offering focused and realistic solutions"-This pupil's book is part of a Key Stage 3 English scheme that reflects National Literacy
Strategy priorities by spanning both non-fiction and fiction text-types in twin student
books. Each student text provides 18 sections of themed stimulus texts plus
differentiated activities at word, sentence and text levels meeting the requirements of
the English Framework. They have a rigorous approach to developing writing skills that
follows a consistent pattern in order to provide both continuity with and progression
from Key Stage 2. The y have suggestions for National Literacy Strategy recommended lesson structures are provided in a separate teacher's guide. Extra
support for students struggling to reach Level 4 is provided in a separate copymaster
resource book, as well as assessment materials modelled on the end-of-year tests.
Differentiated extension work is provided at the end of each unit giving a choice of
writing tasks, centred on the unit theme, enabling students to revise earlier writing
styles.
PS 300> Primary Schools with more than 300 pupils PS 100-300 Primary Schools with
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100-300 pupils PS
Nelson Thornes Framework English Skills in Fiction 3Nelson Thornes
This book aims to improve the confidence of those working with young people and ensure that
the 'group experience' is a positive one for both the practitioner and the group of young people.
The Teacher's Toolkit provides an overview of recent thinking innovations in teaching and
presents over fifty learning techniques for all subjects and age groups, with dozens of practical
ideas for managing group work, tackling behavioural issues and promoting personal
responsibility. It also presents tools for checking your teaching skills - from lesson planning to
performance management.
Nelson English has been specifically designed to ensure that you cover the basics of the
National Curriculum and other UK curricula. Activities cover NLS Text, Word and Sentence
Level objectives.
Each double page spread in this title starts with explanatory text to help students complete the
tasks which follow. There are three levels of activities: Focus tasks for the lower attainers,
Investigation tasks to further challenge students, and Extension tasks for the more able
students. Assessment can be monitored at regular intervals in check-up units in the Students'
Book and in Assessment Copymasters in the Resource Book. "Nelson Thornes Framework
English Skills in Grammar and Style" also comprises one Resource Book containing
differentiated Copymasters for further practice in both skills. Hint boxes on the Copymasters
help students understand the tasks. Teachers are supported through a Teacher's Guides.
Each Students' Book double spread is reproduced at the start of the notes for each unit for
easy reference. The Teacher's Guide also contains solutions to the Copymaster questions and
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a glossary of grammatical terms at the beginning of the book for easy reference.
Skills in Grammar and Style extends the range of the Nelson Thornes Framework English
series with a scheme specifically aimed at promoting confident usage of grammar and style
conventions. Each Student Book consisting of 80 pages, provides grammar exercises and
activities aimed at developing skills in writing fiction and non-fiction.
Covering all the Framework objectives using a clearly structured and rigorous approach,
Nelson Thornes Framework English offers an attractive and dynamic route through the
demands of the Framework for Teaching English, Years 7-9, laying particular emphasis on the
basic skills of English in order to raise standards in writing. 7 Covering fiction and non-fiction,
using the popular twin-track approach, each student text provides 18 units of themed stimulus
texts plus differentiated activities at word, sentence and text levels.7 Addresses the academic
dip in attainment in Year 8.7 Provides preparation for optional tests in Year 8.7 Prepares
students for Key Stage 4 by raising standards of achievement.
The aim of Nelson Thornes Framework English Access is to raise standards in writing for lower
attainers. Access Skills in Fiction and Non-Fiction offers the rigour and support necessary to
raise the attainment of students struggling through Years 7 - 10.
Ideal for students and NQTs, this practical and accessible workbook is designed to develop
basic teaching skills, and increase teachers’ knowledge and understanding of teaching
citizenship. Filled with practical activities and materials to encourage users to analyze their
own learning and performance and underpinned with research findings, this personal workbook
can be written in directly to provide a useful record of progress. It also includes case studies,
examples of current good practice and a range of tried-and-tested strategies for inspiration and
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guidance. Complementing Learning to Teach Citizenship in the Secondary School, this
workbook can be used as part of an integrated course or independently as a standalone selfstudy book.
This flexible and easy-to-use Teacher's Guide fully supports the programme, giving you all the
guidance you neeed to help your class work through the pupil Books
Primary Steps in Religious Education for the Caribbean is a new series which introduces 7 to
11 year olds to the major world religions as well as some of the faith groups indigenous to the
Caribbean, how they came to the region and how all the faiths are relevant today.
Covering all the National Curriculum Framework objectives using a clearly structured and
rigorous approach, Nelson Thornes Framework English offers an attractive and dynamic route
through the demands of the Framework for Teaching English, Years 7-9, laying particular
emphasis on the basic skills of English in order to raise standards in writing. Using a twin-track
approach with a student text covering fiction and non-fiction, each book provides 18 units of
themed stimulus texts plus differentiated activites at word, sentence and text levels to meet the
requirements of the Framework. Encompassing a wide range of genres, styles and
conventions, the activities allow for the incorporation of direct whole class teaching, group work
and individual work placing emphasis on the development of extended writing.
The aim of Nelson Thornes Framework English is to develop students' confidence and
achievement in writing. With its unique range of rich fiction and non-fiction texts, and
comprehensive coverage of the core skills, Nelson Thornes Framework English Skills in Fiction
and Non-Fiction targets students doing well in years 7-10.

English Alive! is a four-book series designed specifically to meet the needs of English
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students in Caribbean secondary schools. The series adopts a lively and exciting new
approach to the study of English, helping students to become more confident in their
use of English and ultimately succeed at their exam.
Access Skills in Fiction and Non-Fiction offers the rigour and support necessary to raise
the attainment of pupils struggling at Level 4, or at Level 3. It is also suitable for Level
C/D in Scotland. Twin Students Books offering students all the support necessary to
access top quality fiction and non-fiction texts and transform their own writing. Clear
and predictable structure to improve students' levels of achievement following Word,
Sentence and Text Level priorities within the Framework for Teaching English.
Comprehension exercises alongside the extracts ensure that students have understood
the text before progressing further. Highly appealing illustrations not only provide visual
interest, but also provide specific guidance with the writing assignment. Can be used
flexibly either with lower ability groups exclusively, or in mixed ability classes alongside
the mid to higher ability series: Nelson Thornes Framework English. Stimulus extracts
follow the same unit themes as the higher ability extracts but are abridged, shortened or
completely new. Employs a 'spiral' curriculum in which skills are revisited and
confidence is built.
Key History for GCSE offers a cost-effective approach to resourcing the new GCSE
syllabuses as one core book covers all the Modern World syllabus requirements. The
series is practical and flexible - the core book is supplimented by topic books providing
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resurces for Modern World and Schools History project Depth Studies. Teachers will
enjoy a comprehensive support package. Each Pupils' Book is supported by a fully
integrated Teacher's Resource Guide providing worksheets for mixed abilities,
homework resources and guidelines on assessment. Suitable for all ability levels. Extra
help is given for lower-ability pupils. The series makes an ideal core resource for GCSE
suitable for use either as a stand-alone course or as a follow-on to Key History for Key
Stage 3, providing progression in learning-style and presentation.
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